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change
direction without warning, at great danger
and in breach of the highway code."
artists

"...

can be expected

Andrew Whaley
identities of

to

looks at the context of the developing

a group of Zimbabwe's young

artists

A^

cro

It is

not possible, not yet, most likely not

dozen

ever, to put a

come up

with a few handy epithets that

explain them

made up

a box and

artists in

the

The artists whose work
recent Changing Directions

hegemony of stone sculpture. They have
survived. Zimbabwe Stone has become

recognition or money. In this sense, they

ammunition

could not afford stridency and, perhaps, they

in their slings.

But the questions

that faced

Derek Huggins

when he

at

fit.

was trying to stoke up a reception for these
young black artists out of local art school,
remain unanswered: Who are they? What do
they stand for? Are they good enough?

aggravates me," says Hillary Kashiri,

who,

at six foot three at a

would be
box,

literal

loose stretch,

squash into any kind of

difficult to

or metaphorical. "I feel like

Gallery Delta three years ago

Responses then were not so much hostile or
even sceptical; it was simply a question of.

challenging that labelling." Viewer,

Where do you

beware. This

described?

artist at least

has a 'Handle

put them?

How

can they be

art

is

more vociferous than

colleagues about being strapped

his

down

surprisingly, the artists themselves have

had

to face these questions

acutely.

They

are, in

much more

one sense, a core of

new indigenous

from. In trade lingo, the description goes

impermeable shield of a stone sculpture
movement. By the same token, they have
been able to avoid the overbearing

Here are young black

like this:

painters (yes, they are described as black)

and a few sculptors

who have

mainstream impulse

who went

to

through the

emerged with

a

by the virtue of

to shout about.

also restrained

hack

BAT

resisted the

at

art

serpentine,

school,

who

modicum of hope and who,
their

own

bootlaces, thick

brushes and a despair with stone, have

artists

working without the

revelation.

realms of

of stone sculpture

—

These

spirit,

expression

artists

philosophy and

much more

the

have had

indigenisation that characterises a vocal,

indigenous business

elite.

There has been no direct attempt
appropriate this

new

to

core of black painters

onto political platforms. Perhaps
to

come. Yet

it is

this is still

precisely the artists' sense

a vocabulary into a language.

own

spurred them on to

new expressions

raging internal dynamic that
redefining
painters

itself. In

still

minority.

is

—a

constantly

a -majority culture the

provide the strains of a

The tendency

has, therefore,

towards individuality. With so

self-

And

in their

improvisations, the results have been

consensus as to where these painters belong,
the pressure for clarity, for the chance to be

seen and understood has prompted rapid,
zig-zagging changes

in direction

and focus.

In

embryonic form, these

the

New

artists

embodied

Directions at Gallery Delta. In a

more mature

Changing
meaning of the

version, they are

Directions. But to grasp the

manifestly change perceptions through their

faulty,

clouded, gifted and epiphanal. These

whole when individuals

Theirs was a direct challenge to the

artists

have had

direction at speed and without warning

little

hype

to

been

little

to explore

tentatively; building

found they can make work that meets the
in the art place or

—

'mabwe
machismo'
that insists ad nauseam every
sculptor is a prophet, every work a
spirituality

changing perceptions

art.

them

from the protruberant forms of

white-supported painting world that has

Not

by generalisations about where he comes
something

much

The hand of patronage

of difference in a largely white-owned and

With Care' warning.
Hillary Kashiri

could ever earn

that they

did not feel they had

all.

exhibition at Gallery Delta are refusing to

"It

no guarantees

hang onto and

are changing
is

why

analysing

lii<e

ahead of you

the 'tshova'

indicated right and pulled over

We have carried

it over into life." The
workshop was a grounding. Being

gallery

left.

black and a painter

God and emergency

Art, like

mysterious ways. But

you're inside an

if

and have watched the driver

—

left,

you

reason

that the

that

put

will

down

tlick

in

ET

— from

know

someone has called from the boot to be
down here. Which is what the driver

He obeys

does.

from within. He

calls

make myself an

is

it

also an

that I could

exception," he says.

The analogy with

may

emergency

the old

ET or whatever you

taxi

call it)

not be so entirely fanciful. These artists

are not only products of sanctions, war.

will

closed

economy and

structural adjustment,

heard writer Chenjerai

made

the

here

is

that artists

can be expected to

is

in

breach of the highway code.

and

their right to life, their liberty

way our

between the

link
It

is

there

artists

Oil

is

use

hit the

common

any

changing directions.

training under the National Gallery's

workshop (which is
drivers must get
is

that they

as

way of

have held on

life,

VID);

BAT workshop

the

in the

— made

household paint brushes and have no

In a context

80s was a

tended to paint

life

in the

A

the

market

growing

accompanies fresh

a

insights.

itself.

Their problem

not to seek one voice or

is

many possibilities competing for
The artist may be torn between
urge to jot down anything and everything

contain

expression.

and. most tellingly, a sharper articulation.

which

a

style but to find the discipline that will

acceptance has brought daring, clarification

a process in

is

self-

so cogently allied to an entire

society manifesting

place has helped to change that. Ideas have

loosened up. been honed.

is

in

—

as set pieces,

viewed through

proscenium arch. Survival

has

themselves

powerful stimulant, simply because

the equivalent of theatre

is

feel

— or maybe

and expression

the repossession of voice

discovery

This

where painters

be out of known history

the business of reclaiming lost histories

Three years ago. form dominated content.
artists

it

a kind of style, a rebellion against a

so-called established order.

to

crucial detail.

The

They

it

possible certainly by the emancipation of

which

PVA

use

stores.

qualms about painting freely on bolts of
brown cardboard rolled out of Hunyani

become

to the notion of art

of desire, of work

hardware

in

paper. Costs once determined this, but

BAT

as evident as saying that
a licence at the

fat

Some

a real luxury.

is

which they buy

not that they are black or received

ET

artists

essentially use water-based paints, poster

completely off the point has really
If

and

These

constitutional tinkerings.

paints.

on the head.

I

describe

self-censoring minds battled

regulations, presidential edicts

their

This brief digression which seemed

nail

Hove once

with three decades of Emergency Powers

at great

only pursuit of happiness.

108 X 83cm, mixed media

no way

of an oncoming calamity. The point being

This

1996,

is

they are also "children ofemerf^ency". as

danger and

Me and My Land,

source.

accelerated on the inside to within three feet

change direction without warning,

Luis Meque,

common

problematic, even diffuse but

(pirate, tshova.

him has just

not care that anyone behind

a

the inside

mostly quite logical and

is

is

The extended family may be broad,
umbrella. "There

his

and then he deliberately

indicator to turn right
pulls

moves

taxis,

the

and

his caution at

needing

to find

essence. This

Tensions more

urges and a desire for distillation.

is

a battle

an

between expressive

messy uprooting

rapidly assert themselves even within the
fires

of a single work of

art.

Choices

Hillary Kashiri ob.serves the tension acutely.

hand of patronage,

multiply under pressure. Confronted by the

Politely brushing off the

bewildering possibilities of themselves, the

he realises the quandary of the

artists

have not shrugged responsibility; they

have not run for safe cover. In

who

is

falls prey to contesting ideologies; who
has been claimed by others. "/ have been

who

fact, their

work becomes increasingly a wild

artist

himself the subject of conflicting attentions;

array of

owned." he confesses.

disclosures fuelled by discovery.

"/

have been. But as

grow and mature, you look into yourself.
I had to stand up and say: Who am I
painting for? What am I? I've got to be
y(ni

Listen to the artists' names:

George Churu,

Gope. Misheck Gudo. Hillary Kashiri.
Shepherd Mahufe. Luis Meque. Tackson

Justin

Muver/wa. Fasoni Sibanda. Ishmael

myself now.

as artists

I feel

into ourselves first

we have

to look

— before art''

Wilfred, the painters; and sculptors. Keston

Hillary Kashiri,

/Wu/cuws/, 1996,

112 X 81cm, acrylic on canvas

Beaton, Crispen Matekenya, Stanley

It is

Mapfumo and

existed

Albert Wachi. In alphabetical

order, they read like a school register.
reality, they

only through
art.

was once

In

have strong individual qualities,

art that the self,

purely, abundantly expressive

be re-discovered via the relative world
expression. This suggests that

a latent sense of ditterencc.

art is

acknowledgement of Original Sin
and

Keston Beaton,

a sculptor

granddad

to the

BAT

of young

artists

together as "somi'thini;

unique"

For him,

is

.

history," he says.

it

at

32 a

virtual

pack, sees the grouping

is

a "ftiinily

"We grew

ciffiiir".

oiii oftluit.

which pre-

can be reclaimed. That which

must

ol

an

in a

Christian worid, a realisation that part of

ourselves which was whole, has been

lost.

But the process of re-discovery changes
"ll

what was there

in the first

question that

was ever

it

place and begs the

there

at all. In

our

Zimbabwean

context, the parallel between

Original Sin and colonisation

does

assume

this

But

is clear.

that colonisation, like sin,

case,

was

it

removed.

come

For the

terms with the fact of history?

to

the artist's battle

with the stain of

is

of colonisation or both,

sin or with the taint

work changes everything. What
colonised self

is

what

you see

later

he walks, from his point of view,

rhythmic and

that feels

He

right.

one

self,

paints

pace

at a

Like the other

work

painters in this disparate group, his

represents a return to

He answered: "}'«."
Was he now better

He

asked.

Did

said he was.

that is not

himself? His nod was

The

interesting thing

that the painting

is

Its reality becomes
more demanding and tangible than the
dream itself. I asked Wilfred what he felt

superimposes the dream.

The
making no claims

He

thought of the red cat

painters, like Witikani. are

could not trouble him. But

for a dramatic return to tradition or

his

painters cling to the

little

many ways,

still

when he

it

closes

eyes and imagines the painting

these

although only a small part of the picture,

branded red hot on the memory's

values, honest

is

retina.

^^*%,'

assessments, understatements, a feminine
principle that stresses tiny bursts of light and

emotion

These

—

who

sculptors
the

the miracle of re-inventing self.

painters,

much more

it

than the

dominant creeds and overweening

And

struggle against censorious attitudes,

disbelieving families and their

own

fear of

.

\

uprooting these dream messengers and

planting

them

stalks the

time.

they are doing

right in front of our eyes.

They

By

in paint.

Ishmael Wilfred finds

clarity in the turbulence.

are famous, are overthrowing

teleologies of our times.

^^

everything fades except the red cat which,

bottomline spiritual virtues espoused by a
In

said that the

pained him but

outsider's view of the colonised.

sculptors.

I

that

"Out." he said.

final:

about the painting now.

burdened by the screech and trauma of an

body of male

then'

mean

this

from the path as

a hut.

is

it

by painting he had painted the red cat out of

not painting a

is

traditional hut in a field of grass.

painting

emphatically.

transformed by the act of

seeking. Thus. Witikani

Red Cat was not just
was an exorcism. I
asked him: Did he feel better when he had
artist,

soothing therapy;

painted if

the artist

imagines can be restored of the pre-

A

ill.

Wilfred has had to have most of his jaw

was pre-ordained, a miserable /«/7 accompUl
Or that a post-independent artist is forced to

Whether

was

the signal that he

cancer had broken out in his face and

It

The red

has to be explained and,

which

cat

dreamer can be studied

for the first

so doing,

in

becomes the mulch for story and myth
which the artist must speak about. Wilfred
simply wants to "pass the message onto
them." Through paint he can unearth "things
it

I

could not speak about."

stalling before expression has taken shape.

— and

Miraculously

two years

in the last

this

—

has only happened

this

bunch of

artists

away from us. from
The emergency artists are up

probably a key to

artist as story-teller is

much good

In the

art.

emergence of these

young artists the desire to tell a story is keen.
Luis Meque, hailed as leader of the BAT

has begun to get
themselves.

The

and running and flouting the rules of the

pack, has realised the

road.

telling,

economy of story-

reducing recent pieces to a few

slashes, a black cloud, a furious presence, a

Ishmael Wilfred

own

an

is

artist

He pays no heed

way.

who goes

combination

own

often bewildering and quite

Wilfred obeys the voice from

brilliant.

within.

is

form

to rules of

or line or composition. Yet his

mood,

his

Difficult to

outside, his

works

comprehend from

are

survival. Riding, with

luminous

tales

see

only

it is

when you

them as witches on hyena-back

become

witty,

taste for the

dangerous

flyers.

that they

Wilfred's

ghoulish comes straight out of

dreams. Cannibal After a

Head

is

here.

But

There
in

is

on-one

in

if,

in the

simple expulsion of
is

is

a shout

air

better expressed.

from Meque

is

that

and

The

he

is

outpourings. He's broken out of a civilised
skin that kept

him admirably composed and

unleashed a wizardry.

He

is

able to get the

feeling, the pleasure, the pain or
is,

Red

battle with life

A

demons of

Cat. which

is

a one-

and consciousness,

Wilfred engages his dreams.

Red Cat was a real-life prophetic dream. He
knew that the alien animal meant trouble

—

and a n'anga confirmed the
life

as

and master

it

and siap

it

whatever

down.

If

it

he was

breaking bricks.

— where he

Two Tokoloshe

— and

—

a sense of interpretation

struggles with form to quell the
the night

not understanding. Meque's

at

work, more than any of the others,

one of those karate performers, he'd be

the

painter's fascination for a story he read in

the paper.

understood,

pretty cheesed off with nice, elegant

triumphant riders has the exuberant quality
of jockeys in a race but

a

the frustration at not being

feeling one gets

of

strutting,

its

at
is

a

emotion, meaning

the

woman, some whiplash

swipe

of anger. This

fear.

"Where

have you ever seen a red cat?"

In his

in

similar desire

is

there in Hillary Kashiri

(top) Ishmael Wilfred, The Red Cat,
who has found 1996, 80 X 60cm, mixed media
painting can be medicine or Meque who puts (above) Ishmael Wilfred, Two Tokolshe,
feelings down in colour. Kashiri has not yet
1996, 59 X 39cm, mixed media
found a way to reconcile the privacy of
but his painting agonises over the perfecting

of

it.

Unlike Ishmael Wilfred

subject and colour with public display. In

many ways, he is the romantic of the group
who sees dazzling light inside dark showers.
He wants to paint the storm where Meque

ij

Keston Beaton,
Harp, 1995, approx.

70 X 60cm,
found objects

wheit you have a

has learned to be
Kashiri

drink with a fellow

it.

artist!'

candid

is

Beaton:

am going through
a process. lam
growing up. I am

these guys

"/

with have no idea

what we

In

Kamangwana: "Nobody
really understands

themselves

\ou being a hank

worker

the

YOU who

is

an

be taken seriously!'

to

Kashiri: "Until they see

much

anyone of these

as

Kamangwana: "I^ow

artists

Kamangwana: "And

has

found the way. Keston Beaton has. There
a kind, lyrical quality to

common

embraces

the reverse comes,

all

work

his

problems

is

Kashiri:

that

Beaton describes the

sense, poetry and

experience as

artist's

to you."

People relate to role models!'

they have.

"In the middle of the morning,

musical instruments, often wind instruments.

it's

The conversation veers

to

about

He makes

insects as

These are

all

out of found

works of

truly

let

His pieces

They

fly.

you are trying

artist,

thing as being a musician

be a scidpture. You want

— but

in

to

...

to

a

it

my day
full

do the same

You want

sound

it

to

differently

into place

when he

discovered the work of British sculptor.

Good examples unlock

and focus the
interestingly,

vision.
it

is

Ann

the craft

doubt,

in the

poetically about "inside

metaphor

but every day

works

is

And,

of.

without a shadow of

if

Some days

a creation best

made

plain facts are wanted, the

can never be

left.

He talks
and outside"

in history.

the

hii

as

Some were

He answers

bom-again

have seen the

at his

light!'

it

is

kind of pantomime.

start talking

difficult

People don't

you. There

artist in

hilarity at this

often camouflaged

face.

about what

can be

to

is

much
And

make sense of

One

thing

is

clear, all these artists

want

to

—

not as fine examples of the actualised

themselves, sure, but also for the "lighf

may be

interesting to

how

it.

self.

end with snippets of

between some of these

be

for

As Ishmael

Wilfred looked on. quietly, knowingly,

Keston Beaton the poet had

this to say:

individuals about their position as artists

among

family,

community,

society.

There

is

"7

want

to gel exposed, not frustrated.

Hillary Kashiri. Keston Beaton, a silent

People have lived with slowne.ts and there

Ishmael Wilfred and the young Charles

no way you can rush it
but I don 't panic. I don

Kamangwana.

a versatile artist at the

Hag down our

edge ot

insecure because

artist's

I

...

't

Yes.

recognition

.thake

or feel

feel there's recognition

somewhere, some da\!'

with no him of

back (thank (iod): "/

then

inside and

seen and heard. They crave exposure

the road, trying to

way!'

-if?

is

perhaps because they are viewed as whimsy

a conversation
if

artist

Beaton's

are not great sellers in the market

'tshova'.

And

create,

suspect the

we

the

Does an

him. Mostly, the

agree that what's inside, that which

behind a very dull

are "on-off'

in

they have seen or experienced.

as crazy as they wanted to be. others have
lost the

artists

middle of creation. He makes,

he does, he creates.

It

for all the artist's lives.

"There are examples

is.

into the absurd,

to detect an artist.

look like he has the light

With Beaton,

a question of the artist

turning himself inside out.

this is a

a matter of

day!'

For Beaton, man

spiritual path

Carrington.

It's

how

makes you

most

a visual way."

A way of seeing clicked

afresh.

sing. "It's

almost the .tame as music!' he says. "If you
are an

start

making

reclamation requiring courage and
practicality.

the same sun as it was at dawn. It's how
make the day out of your sunrise. You say.

me

round!"

"They think you 've got more than

like a day.

well —

all

they refer all their

toughness. Beaton specialises in making

objects.

in the

because they think you have millions."

artist!'

Beaton (chuckling): "Drinks
In as

you

paper!'

being an

You have to bring yourself out

artist.
It's

teller to

colonisation.

it's

You have to be a white collar

"Family prefer

sculptor, remarks:

maybe

like...

in

community that is
As Keston Beaton,

sceptical.

what

you are doing, what your
aims are. what your life is

opening up the way. the

front of a

are

...

(He laughs.)

criminal!'

way for myself.
make a road where
there was no road!'

artists face

We

do.

schizophrenic

make a

trying to

O

"Some of
we drink

about the struggle:

Kashiri:

work

in

"h

is

very difficult to talk about

our community. The best lime

is

my

Yes. there

is.

.'\ntl

anyone thought

probably sooner than

is
...

Post-colonialism as it is used in cultural studies means everything which
happens after the first colonial impacts. According to this theory, postcolonialism continues after independence since although the state is
independent, it has been radically altered. In this second part of his
article, Anthony Chennells looks at post-colonial influence in the work of
black Zimbabwean artists.

Empire's offspring 2
When

the Jesuits trekked nonh from
Grahamstown to commence their Zambesi
Mission. Mrs Orpen. a recent convert to
Catholicism, gave them an oil painting
which they carried into the interior It was

crucifixion

is

A God who

own.

crucified
a

is

not

a society largely

shaped around military

shown surrounded by "Zulu Chiefs
kneeling and wrapt in reverential

going to kneel beneath the gibbet of an

Gubulawayo

( 1 )

.

At the

obvious

station, the chapel, as

The old noble

failure.

no Zulus

Jesuits'

customary, was hung with paintings

painting

depicting the fourteen stations of the cross.

recognizing European power, he

An

at

early visitor to the chapel

Ndebele
royal

was an
by the

aristocrat identified only

name Khumalo. The

which

narrative

the stations trace

was explained

when he reached

the

him but
twelfth station, where
to

Christ dies on the cross, "a smile of
incredulity touched his lips".

Croonenberghs: "That

is

He

not possible. No.

Jesus Christ cannot be the Son of God."

And Croonenberghs

designed

European

to inculcate.

barbarity,

and

it

is

Zulu

providing an orthodox Pauline reading of

what

the cross

means; the Ndebele king and

aristocrat, testing the

adequacy of the cross

against Ndebele ideologies and prejudices.

meanings and

to control

our

Lobengula's long silence implies that he

Atonement and
biiih
is

that

economy of the

only from death are

and resurrection possible,

that suffering

Finally there

my

different paintings

made

creative.

is

Culture and

I

have

and out of them have

a single narrative.

century scepticism

same image speak

intervention.

brought together scattered references to two

My

late

20th

and
permanence of beliefs has biased the
narrative which I have constructed out of
at the stability

Senserina Phlllimon,7/7e Birth of Jesus (undated
1965?), 20 X 29cm, pencil and crayon on paper
,

c.

infamous

who had

cruelly tortured the Saviour" but

when he was

the intention of

at the

some minutes, "he

to protest against the

barbarity of White people

was

Mrs Orpen. appalled

victory in Natal; Fr Croonenberghs.

responses.

correct in Croonenberghs' terms.

notes that "the Cross of

the station depicting Christ's death. After

"deeply moved"

only after

interpreters:

to filter

is

to the instability of the image.

for

shocked

The

mediated through a number of

which

madness in the eyes of human wisdom". (2)
King Lobengula commanded to be shown
around the chapel and he too was struck by
it

is

is

Croonenberghs' hopes as a missionary serve

Different responses to the

began

Instead of

precise in

cross that the king acquires an understanding

Jesus will always be a scandal and a

contemplating

king

we can be more

Croonenberghs has offered a theology of the

recognises the symbolic

said to Fr

grows.

identifying the source of that instability.

cross

Since there are presumably

in the stations' crucifixion, the

is

art

In this case

certainly not

is

cannot learn the lesson which Mrs Orpen's

is

the viewer to refuse the

intention of the artist or the belief system out

of which

allows his son to get

hierarchies.

astonishment"

its

unsatisfactory to an aristocrat of

is

crucifixion scene where the crucified Christ
is

temperament allow

interpreted through a value

system which Europe likes to think

God.

so

was

told that this

(3)

These anecdotes surrounding the first
Western paintings publicly exhibited in

Zimbabwe

are instructive of the

competing

interpretations post-colonialism's various

constituencies can

Mrs Orpen's

make of the same

painting

sign.

was completed within

months following the great Zulu victory
Isandhlwana and cannot be read simply as

the
at

another expression of the Christian hope that
all

humanity

will

bow

to Christ.

In the

context of 1879. her kneeling Zulus have to

be seen
has

in directly colonial terms:

at its

Europe

disposal the ideological apparatus

awe and astonish people whom British
arms cannot vanquish. In Matabeleland, the
to

17

Thomas
Mukarobgwa,
Adam and Eve, 1 964,
70 X 100cm, oil on
canvas (NGZ: PC9400-0189)

t
Jesuit missionaries,

paintings,

two crucifixion

and the Ndebele

rulers.

In the tlnst part of this article

spoke of the

I

double consciousness of Europe's

settlers as

long as they regard the metropolitan centre
as the source of cultural certainty. (4) For

centre

is

however

more

acute.

Some

racial

ji^^MlL^

converts demonstrated with alien social

racially

customs.

confidently done the same.

to

show

the

way

in

memory,

The Khumalo

resisted.

and found

much

inexact, connects whites with

aristocrat

it

been imposed on them against

caielty.

Its

their wishes.
in

The most

effective

resistance has been

when

in a

drawing from the Serima

is set among the rocks and villages of
Mashonaland landscape although their

Jesus
the

reproduction

literal

is

less

pattern of repeated curves

in

are

European

made

to describe,

form of

important than the

which the rocks

and which recurs

The landscape

the tree shapes.

pitched thatched roofs of the homestead

on Shona baskets, pots

the traces of a previous existence.

appropriates the idioms of the

Colonialism nevertheless demanded that the

whether they be guns or ideas, and turns

and walls. The human figures are the

colonised accommodate metropolitan

them back against the metropole. In
Anglophone Africa, religion has been the

artist

demand because

practices and justified the

of the colonisers' belief that the metropole's

knowledge

superior and

is

its

most accessible idea within imperialism,
missionary lobby
that

An obvious

site for this

claim

religion of the metropole
rational

religion
idolatry.

the

new

and
is

is

is

religion: the

offered as

truthful while the colonised's

faith,

the colonised adopts

he or she

is

a neophyte,

who

must undergo a long period of testing before
being allowed to speak with authority on
behalf of the

new

spiritual order.

During

recall the patterns

familiar agents of the nativity story but the

London was so

few politicians wished

Not surprisingly then,

in

culture.

strong

to tangle with

Zimbabwe

Thomas Mukarobgwa's Adam ami Eve

it.

the first

rolonialixm. the church

often took up the role ofcirhiter of what
culturally correct." (5)

wci.t

Nineteenth-century

has

Gallerx but

it

were Christians. They were also usually

space allowed on the previous occasion. (7)

wrong

in

Mrs Orpen was

It

anticipating that a submission to

is

more

would be a submission to Britain.
Zimbabwe's Christian painters may kneel
before the cross but they do not kneel in
order to admire white culture. They have

Christ

detailed analysis than

which the
Eden of Genesis. The

a landscape with figures

identifies as the

painting

which

is

title

shaped around strong diagonals

stabilise the

Between

two figures

at its centre.

the figures, the green tangled

branches of a tree refer to the Tree of
it

Knowledge. The
of the

title,

taller figure

—

the

Adam

the right-hand figure has a

—

emerges Irom the left ot
from a patch of sombre colour,
criss-crossed with dead branches which

woman's body
the painting,

polemic. Walter Rodney, for example, notes
thai, '7'/" scrviiifi

in

lends itself to a

become another facet of the multiple
facets of Zimbabwean culture. (6)

frequent target of African nationalist

already been reproduced

black writers and painters of the modern age

to

was a

has domesticated them within the

decorative patterns of Shona material

if

both appropriated Christianity and allowed

Africa's de-colonising decades,
Christianity's role in coloiusation

in

nationalist politicians.

designated as superstition and

Even when

order,

only because in the 19th century the

cultural

practices morally normative.

in

reduced to

is

and they and the triangles of the

.semi-circles

the colonised

new

local cultural appropriation of Christianity

school by Sen.serina Phillimon. The Birth of

weighed

The king found

the painting a confirmation of

and culturally European. Africa has

can be seen

wanting. But this was not so

privileged conservative.

cannot be seen

this

resistance as the cultural reflex of a

metropolitan culture has almost invariably

in their lives

which

imposition of the coloniser's customs was

metropolitan cultures. For the colonised,

presence

A

Post-colonialism has been particularly

concerned

the cross against his cultural preconceptions

problem of

the colonised, however, the

^i

-A'

There are many ways in which the scnuotics
of colonial religion can be appropriated.

The Black

missionaries conflated Christian morality

these.

with the social practices of middle-class

artists

Europe and America, and a measure of
Christian conviction was the familiarity

for a

Christ

is

the

most obvious of

tree.

In painting Christ as African. Africa's

do what European artists have done
thousand years; Europe proclaims its

shared humanity with Christ by making

contrast with the living colour of the central

Him

The most

striking feature of the

painting

is

on

the base

is

moulded

side of a steep
is

its right.

hill

The green

to suggest

section

at

both top and

and the sense of

its

height

accentuated by the blue section which

borders

it

Beyond

to the right.

on the edge,

the bkie, and

a rectangle of Hght colour

is

veined with blue.

seems a landscape, seen

It

from above as one sees Nyanga's lowlands
from the top of
rivers

its

escarpments, crossed with

whose sources

lie

beneath the flanks

of the hillside.

However else one
insists that

Genesis but

reads this painting,

its title

addressing the origin myth of

it is

also appropriating

it is

it.

Zimbabwean by locating the
human agents of Eden within a Zimbabwean
landscape. Perhaps more is being attempted
making

it

than that.

Is

there not a re-writing of the

Genesis story

on the

cannot read the great height

1

right without finding the Fall

metaphorically present

But

if

which

and

valley.

suffu.sed with light, lies outside

is

the top left

many

seems gain rather than

it

loss.

which forms the waterfall of

single river

with

in hillside

the section at the right of the painting,

Eden, to reach

The

concerned

In a story

itself?

with the Fall,

hand comer has been replaced
streams. Light, water and

seem

multiple possibilities

to lie in that far-

off valley.

Christianity

a powerful centre of

is

contemporary Africa's

spiritual life but

Africa's cultural productions will frequently

be informed by a spirituality which owes
nothing to Christianity. Landscape as a

site

for spiritual presences can be seen in Chris

Chipfuya's Motinrain Landscape. Like

Mukarobgwa's landscape,

its

different

sections provide a sense of heights and
valleys.

A mountain

centre of the top

in the

quarter of the painting can. as one shifts

become a
above. Each discrete

one's gaze,

field

area

viewed from
outlined with a

is

thick brush stroke so that

one sees

differences before noting

how each

fits

Mountain Landscape, 1996, 51 x 66cm,
watercolour and textile Ink on paper
(above) Chris Chipfuya, Zimbabwe Pre and Post Independence,
1996, 39 X 60cm, watercolour and textile Ink on paper
(top) Chris Chipfuya,

section

Separation and inter-

together.

connectedness are simultaneously
proclaimed. At
blue and green
painting

first

at

glance, the red. brown,

the centre

seem merely

bottom of the

to repeat the

suggestion of ploughed field

in the

hand comer. But the zig-zag

lines crossing

top right-

the bottom section affirm that on this part of
the landscape

Tower and

humanity has put

its

mark.

wall begin to insist on their

They not only provide the outline
Zimbabwe.
The man-made city has a central place
within the landscape and it makes its own
presence.

for this section but recall Great

contribution to the landscape's spirituality.

Chipfuya's painting
then.

It is

is

more than landscape

in part a theological

statement

about the function of land within a Shona

consciousness which here

at least is

not

touched by Christianity. Shona spirituality
affirms the wholeness of

all

creation:

everything belongs and everything has

its

place. Included in that everything are the

patterned walls and tower. This

is

more than

an amorphous celebration of nature's
sacredness.

The

creativity of

human

society

Hillary Kashiri,

Kumasowe,

1996, 40 x 52cm, acrylic on paper

.

expressed

in the greatest

monuments has

colonial

of Zimbabwe's pre-

of an abundant rainy season conveys some

a place within a

of

both natural and social.

spiritual order that is

its

The

quality.

title,

however, offers

emerging, triumphantly tacky,

other clues to enhance our reading.

The Copacabana (names

Kumasowe

listens to the club's authentic

meeting place of

a favourite

is

in

the middle

of Africa), Harare's Carlton Club, formerly

brood on as one

to

Zimbabwean

Chipfuya's Zimbabwe Pre and Post

the Apostolics

Independence addresses another

divisions, testify in their ritual to their

which house Gallery Delta and the

Christian base and their refusal to allow

Bulawayo Art

manifestation of the

A

artificial.

conventional enough landscape provides the

hills,

which

Beneath

domination. The Apostolics meet out-of-

In a post-colonial age, all cultures are

and necessarily so because any culture

Zimbabwe's recent droughts.

segregation, of a land carved out between

shaped from the accretions of history and

black and white. Not only

post-colonial history grows from

it,

however, straight diagonal

which derive

dominate the

picture.

little

lines,

from nature,

On one

level

is

it

another mountain landscape, with the

above. But the

lines, in the

their colours, insist

segregation

is

rejected:

Maranke's Apostolic church

regarded

itself as

occupying the

modernity of

and traditional

Apostolics are there

when

on their presence both as

and as a new source of order. Their

colours refer to flags and, within the

identity say.

New Temple. The

of this Apostolic
temple.

site

rocks

in the

painting

to the Apostolics as

their mobility is their belief that they are the

source of a

spirit

world, in this painting

power of

the

new

it

the shaping

is

nation which

baptism. In the same

from
of

that dry frieze

rocks and trees.

the

is

sky and earth, the fact that

this

water has not

been made available by technology,
Colonised Zimbabwe and

this

often, in our literature, referred to in terms of

heaven. Here

is

drought and

means of baptism which God and Zimbabwe
make possible.

rain.

liberation are

This painting implies

something more ambivalent than those

a place of

when he

the pictures

worship and a

or

Zimbabweans

have discussed

1

even when black

are celebrating a nationhood

war, they use, and quite

among

other idioms and

perspectives, the idioms and perspectives of

make

the coloniser to

their claims

and

assertions. In the act of appropriation,

however, these cease to be the intellectual
property of the coloniser. Not only

water flows directly from

proclaims that

its

As

exist.

correctly use,

drawn directly
rivers of Zimbabwe. In Kashiri's
an absence of a distinction between

painting,

not only the white

is

it

sees

European

affronting history

is

won through

way

as they reject buildings for worship so the

water for their baptism

is

triumphantly foregrounded. Order and

exuberance have replaced

new

But

who

in this article suggest,

harmony between humanity,

Zimbabwean

the white

she searches for an authenticity which

cannot

delineate a natural

As important

parts in the previous landscape address the

the soil and the

when

as interfering with an authentic

African

colours of nature are contained.

linked

it

stones on the ground marks the divisions of

rectangles which they form, the brightest
If the

where

they worship, a simple arrangement of

the

many

diffusions are regarded as a source

its

of shame:

the

the church and

is

is

Double or indeed multiple
consciousness becomes a weakness only

spiritual

Wherever

religion.

hybrid

different roots.

space between a white-dominated church

viewed from

straight lines suggesting fields

artifact

Gallery.

Christianity to be an expression of Western

doors, a symbolic rejection, in the days of

recall

in colours

music), and the lovely colonial buildings

their various

painted with browns and dull reds

top frame of the painting: trees, distant and

near

who, despite

is

multiple consciousness not a weakness,

way

the only

is

it

which black or white can

in

apprehend the past which has created our
complex and constantly changing identities.

simple oppositions can contain. The fact
that the lines are so

Western

in their

coloring

complicates any reading which suggests that
at

Independence Zimbabwe recovered

Zimbabwe

in

is

Zimbabwe

inscribed both with

and everyone

a fact of history

caught up

is

consequences.

its

authentic being. Instead the lines signify an

independent

Colonialism

I

Noics
1

in its

have spoken of belief the

pre-colonial and

its

colonial histories. In

beliefs of

Zimbabweans which may

politics as in Christianity,

Zimbabwe

to construct its

it

contemporary self

are yet to

the mainstream churches

is

which have

its

who

and

When I saw

Kumasowe

potential as a

.^,

nation inform the second of Chipfuya's

challenged the right of the

I

is

our landscape but here they are not offered

mediation. But have

with the solidity of rock on earth. Instead

our

they protrude from water on which they

authentic identity which colonialism

The

date

shows

thai this

was

painted after one of the best rainy seasons

in

years and the hard dry colours which create
the rocks refuse to dominate. Instead

it

is

a

painting which celebrates wetness: sky and

water blot out the horizon so that there
constant interchange between them.

danger that the wet

by the

will

oppress

light in the top left-hand

balances the dark blue

in the

is

is

a

Any

avoided

comer which

opposite lower

corner and, between these oppositions, there
is

the constant

movement of

water.

them and God. Confident of

Simply

to read this painting as a celebration

.S.

trans,

Bulawayo: Books of

ed, R.S. Roberts.

p

November

1880.

.135.

Galleiy no 7 (March 1996). p

their

own

own

we now.

n.d.l

6,

.1.

Zimbabwean

art

centres can he ttunid in

Press, 1977: and

A

David

Biography. Gweru;

AC. Walker. Paterson
Mambo Press. 1985.

For Christianity and writers see Flora Veil- Wild.
Teachers. Preachers. Nim-Believers:

surely be

A

Social Hi.^tory

of Zinihahwean Literature. London: Hans Zell. 1992
and Harare: Baobab. 993. pp 7- 9. 45-52. For the
1

way
their

in

1

1

which guerillas during the war. depending on

backgrounds, used Christianity or

traditional religion as nispiration see

"Holy tncn and
197(1-1980"

in

niral

W,J, Shiels ed.

TO,

Ranger.

Zimbabwe.
The Church and War.

communities

in

Vol 20. Oxford: Blackwcll, 1983.

Consider
7,

nationalism, the Apostolics, the

Gallery no 5 (.September 1995). p

Liberation War. the claims and counter-

Edilor's note:

claims of what constitutes indigenous. ,Sam

Gallery no

Levy's village (a monument to a cultural

The

whose

Publishing House.

African Expression of Christian Belief. Gweru:

of Cyreiie:

In the

es.scntialist identities.

Zimbabwe

1983). p 278,

Mambo

90 years of colonialism in
Zimbabwe, new material realities were
created and out of them grew corresponding
states of consciousness which are
reproduced in our cultural life. Ours is a
culture which is constantly rejecting
no.

Europe Underdeveloped

Accounts of two Christian

alt

16 years into

The answer must

How

A,B. Plangger and M. Diethelni eds. Serima: Towards

independence, recovered the

transgressed?

Waller Rodney.

,t/ni n. 1972; rpt, Harare:

and

merits through Christ, they defied colonial

nostalgia
1

Croonenberghs. 5J. 1879. ISSO. ISHI

Letter from Fr Croonenberghs, 27
ihid.

between

the missionary churches to stand

to lloat.

C.

in

Gubtdawayo: Letters of Frs H. Depelehin

to

given

settler state

was struck by both the painting and the title.
The painting shows a circle of the granite
boulders which are so prominent a feature of

seem

and

the vitality of an apocalypse. In the

founding of their churches, the Apostolics

Hillary Kashiri's

at a recent Delta exhibition,

879. in Gubulunuytt

from Fr Croonenberghs. 16 October 1880.

Moira Lloyd,

4,

work.

1

Rhodesia,1979. p.lLS,

paintings and a secular conviction

their

local foundations in 19th century missionary

Letter

Joitmey

come. Belief can constitute

Zimbabwe's freedom and

April

1

1

subjects other than the spiritual.

Christianity has not remained the property of

Weld. 2

to Fr

derive

a faith that land

held on behalf of the ancestors for those

has

appropriated something foreign and used

from Christianity or from

Law

Gelfand. London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1968, p 67.

belief of missionaries but also the religious
2.

its

Fr

Bt'Mmd: Letters and Journals of the Early Jesuit
Missionaries to Tximhesia 1 H79- 1 HH7 ) ed. Michael

subject has been displaced

from England via southern California before

7.

In

16,

pan one. "Empire's offspring

reference was incorrectly

writer referred to was.

in fact.

made

Foucault,

'

to

in

Fanon.

and curator of the Choma
Museum, investigates the growth of graphic art in Zambia

Grazyna Zaucha,

art historian

,

Zambia

identities In print
Zambian Graphics:

A

One opinion has

Retrospective

a

Zambia
Choma Museum, Zambia, on

Exhibition of Printmaking in

opened

at the

from various private

While emphasising individual
the

it

in

printmaking became

that

Zambia due

to

This

economic

problems which Zambia started
the

is at

form

interpretation alludes to the

collections.

achievements, the exhibition

art

difficulties in obtaining art materials.

9 March 1996, featuring 60 works of nine
artists

major

mid 70s onwards.

that the

same

It

production and dissemination of

time, a testimony to the successful

certain art forms might be constrained

introduction of this art form in Zambia.

economy. However

A

is

etching,

apparent but a more recent

is

cutting, lino cutting

and

which may be expensive and not easily
obtained. Leaving aside the complicated

The exhibition shows

also evident.

clearly that the artists are not so

wood

screen printing involve specialised materials

trend towards abstraction and experimental

work

by the

a clo.ser look at

printmaking reveals that techniques such as

general tendency towards figurative
representation

from

to face

cannot be denied

much

concerned with breaking new ground as

requirements of etching and the relative

with using the Western techniques in order

simplicity of screen printing, even

to explore their

own

wood and

lino cutting require base materials, knives,

identities.

and a relief
argument based solely

printing inks, papers, rollers

On

press. Therefore an

display are the works of exponents such

offer a sufficient

as Cynthia Zukas. practising graphic artist

on economics does not

Henry Tayali, the first
formally trained black Zambian artist.
These are boldly counterpointed by the
mainly black and white prints of the Lusaka

explanation.

Artists Group, Bert Witkamp, David
Chibwe, Fackson Kulya and Patrick

accords overriding importance to the Art

since 1964, and

Mweemba. The new

The second opinion

it, Cynthia Zukas and Henry
The Art Centre Foundation (ACF)
was established as a national body

associated with

works of Andrew
Makromalis. Lutanda Mwamba and Patrick

Tayali.

Mumba.

became embedded

to

this particular art

in

Zambia.

(top) Bert

responsible for the promotion of visual art

for

Zambia. To

Witkamp, Beauty is a Cure
Madness, 1980, 15 x 20cm, linocut

Two

are particularly popular.

this end. the

(above) Henry Tayali, Madam and the
Rains, 1982, 40 x 23cm, woodcut

in

Foundation

maintained the national collection of

form

explanations of the beginnings of the

Zambian graphics

Zambia

influence of the two artists most closely

reflected in the

when, how and why

emergence and

Centre Foundation, together with the

directions are

There are various interpretations as

as to the

popularisation of graphic art in

organised annual exhibitions.

Its

art

and

direct

contribution to the development of

printmaking consisted of providing a

11

working space for
College

in

Evelyn Hone

artists at the

Inspired by the philosophies of the

skills.

60s and outspoken

Lusaka.

in his

anti-establishment

approach, he became instrumental in

The

Zukas and Henry Tayali

role of Cynthia

as protagonists of printmaking in

was

Cynthia Zukas. educated

significant.

at

Cape Town and London,

the universities of

organising aspiring Zambian

artists.

Together with David Chibwe, Fackson

Zambia

Kulya. Patrick

Mweemba

formed the Lusaka

and others, he

Group.

Artists

practised linocutting, monoprinting and
fabric printing. Etching

medium

of expression

became her main

in the

dale she remains the only
practising

it

early 7()s and to

Zambian

on a professional

artist

main function. Therefore

its

made

Her

basis.

Witkamp believed that art was a social
phenomenon and that communication was
accessible to as

works, such as Leaves and Walking Home,

possible. Printmaking, with

show empathy with

feature of multiplication,

nature and feature

Zambian
women. Cynthia Zukas made it possible

should be

it

many people
its

was

less exclusive

for

affordable to one and

all.

The

chosen as the most "democratic" of

an etching press and making

techniques. Similar to woodcut,

available to

simpler

them.

in

his return

he was appointed University Artist
University of

Zambia and

until his death in

1986, he played a leading role

promotion of

Madam and the

His Mother and The

artists

regard to inks.

Rains

A

unifying factor amongst the

the

LAG

German

from the

Expressionists

deliberate use of

indulge

in their

To

successful black

Henry
model of a

aspiring artists,

Tayali provided the

first

role

Zambian

artist

practising

was

the

sale of their art.

hardly been acknowledged. In spite of

LAG

its

between 1976 and 1980. the

played a prominent role in the history

members of

concern to live

They did not
they had to

in 'art for art's sake":

coinmunicate with, found a market and
popular, allowing the artists, over

time, to develop

To date, the importance of the Lusaka Artists
Group (LAG) in the development and
popularisation of graphic art in Zambia has

common

make their living out of it. The figurative
mode of expression they chose to
became

printmaking.

short existence

with no formal training.

materials were not available, they

are reminiscent of the

lines.

which was an

rather than naturalistic effects

advantage to

linocut

bold and simplified

made woodcuts and

occasionally screenprints from the early 70s.

dynamic

modem. The

pert'ectly suited to

If the

all

was

could be improvised, particularly with

in the

Zambia. Primarily a

art in

painter, Tayali

home

at the

was

it

handling and had the added

appeal of being more
universities in

was

linocut

other artists to produce prints by importing

Henry Tayali studied art at
Uganda and Germany. On

made

than painting or sculpture and could be

interpretations of the life of

it

as

essential

more personal

styles.

The works of Bert Witkamp, David Chibwe,
Fackson Kulya and Patrick Mweemba on the
retrospective exhibition, form a recognisable

group

in their

use of mainly black and white

Bert Witkamp's prints

linocut.

show

a

from

of printmaking. In this respect the presence

marked metamorphosis over

and influence of Bert Witkamp and his

elaborate, decorative representations such as

relationship with the

recognised. Bert
in 1975.

He was

LAG

a

Dutch

Beauty

must be

Witkamp came
artist

to

and

is

the years,

a Cure for Madness towards

Zambia

simplitlcd but meaningful images as in Tlic

art

Shape of

I lie

House. For others the

main source of

teacher with a thorough working knowledge

surtounding

life is their

of printmaking and good organisational

inspiration.

David Chibwe

is

clearly

Bert Witkamp, The Shape of the
House, 1986, 25 x 23cm, linocut

(1)

Mweemba, Three Blind
crossing the River, 1 979, 1 5 x
19cm, linocut

(2)

Patrick

Men

(3)

Lutanda Mwamba,

Namfumu

II,

1990, 33 X 20.5cm, screenprint

(4)

Patrick

Mweemba, Mockery,

23 X 17.5cm, linocut

1980,

attracted to an objective

documentary

members dispersed

and detached

style, his prints

showing

their prints

a

fascination for market and social scenes as
in

A

Chcit in the Park

a

new

but continued to create

through the 80s. In the early 90s,

trend in printmaking set

in,

new means of

characterised by the search for

and Craftsmen al

expression and communication. Artists such

Work.

as

Mweemba give

Fackson Kulya and Patrick

priority to subjective, intuitive,

sometimes

naive, but always very personal reactions to
reality as in

Andrew Makromalis, Lutanda Mwamba

and Patrick

Mumba

started to experiment

with the medium, stretching
confines and bringing

it

beyond

it

its

significantly closer

to painting.

Kulya's The Hitl of Music.

Disregarding conventional realism, they

shapes and colours but never beyond

distort

recognition. Fackson Kulya also excels in

humorous representations executed

in a

Andrew Makromalis. an

way

Rushing out of the Bush with the
the Hand hut that Big I Saw It.

to

Mweemba. on

results as seen in Fireball

in

Patrick

art

the

imaginative, free-form ceramics, he turned

detailed
entitled

Nose

and

artist

was trained in .South Africa and
United Kingdom. Known for his

teacher,

as exemplified by the print

monoprints

the contrary, prefers

producing

in the early 90s.

colourful, striking

and unconventional
and Centurion.

cleanly defined solid forms, and uses line in
a characteristic

and masterly manner as

in

Three Blindmen Crossing the River and

Mockery.

Lutanda

Mwamba

first art

Hone College

in

by training

During the few years of

LAG met

them through

in

Hone
Lusaka, made available

the Art Centre Foundation
at the

Evelyn Hone College came

known

as

the property of the Art Centre Foundation.

The

ideals of the

LAG

were pasted

Lusaka,

in Britain.

over.

towards different

results.

visits

LAG

Mwamba.

Lutanda

introduced to printmaking by Patrick

Mweemba,

has

become one of the most
Zambia. He has a

preference for descriptive and decorative
representations used to good effect

Namfunui

II.

Patrick

Mumba,

in

primarily a

and nearly

painter, explores reductionist

Cynthia Zukas and Henry Tayali served as a
resource for the

supplemented

later

Both practise painting

prolific graphic artists in

and over the years, the workshop
to be

classes at the Evelyn

and colour screen printing, working however

existence, the

regularly at the Evelyn

College premises
to

its

Mumba

and Patrick

received their

abstract imagery in prints such as

The Mask.

through intermittent

and interaction but

Printmaking

their social

in

Zambia cannot be seen

as

position and formal art education created an

simply the result of economic constraints or

invisible barrier that could not easily be

the influence of an established

crossed. There

is

very

little

evidence

in the

at

promoting

art.

It

Mweemba

to

as an art

demonstrate that they were influenced

in

several factors and

works of Chibwe. Kulya or

any way by either Cynthia Zukas or Henry
Tayali. Apart

to the interaction of
is still in its

formative

stage.

from occasional experiments,

neither their techniques nor their personal
styles

form due

body aimed

developed consciously

were adopted by the members of the

Note: Zambian Graphics

is

exhibition, on display at the

a travelling

Chonia

6 July 1996. Thereafter

Museum

will be

on

LAG.

until

Printmaking

view both within Zambia and across the
border in Botswana and in Germany.

in

Zambia did

not halt with the

it

break-up of the Lusaka Artists Group. The

(1)

Patrick

Mumba, The Mask,

1994,

49 X 34cm, screenprint
(2)

Fackson Kulya, Rushing out of the

Bush

with the

that Big

I

saw

in the Hand but
1988, 23 x 12.5cm,

Nose
it,

linocut

(3)

Andrew Makromalis,

Fireball,

1992, 44 X 37cm, monoprint

1

The endurance of the human spirit is the central theme In
work by one of Zimbabwe's prominent sculptors.
Barbara Murray writes about

Richard Jack:
looking beyond
differences
For an exhibition catalogue

in

1994. Richard Jack wrote:

"...Balanced fon7ts: chaotic fields.

Sharing peace and the

Meshing minds
The artist paints and

fruit.

sculpts."

Chaotic, meshing and balancing are three words that reveal a deep
trend in Richard Jack's work. Born in
Natal, South Africa, with his parents
father,

Zimbabwe, Jack moved

when he was

to

quite young. His

an architect and painter, encouraged him to take up

art as a

Durban Technikon. Jack worked
a few years but found the work superficial and

career. After studying graphic art at
in advertising for

meaningless

environment of apartheid.

in the conflict-ridden

order to express himself and engage more seriously with

decided to work

him with

at art.

In

he

reality,

Miro. the Surrealists and Picas,so impres.sed

their free use of ideas

and media and he soon took

to

sculpture combining a graphic African style with quirky mi.xed
materials. His

first

works were

road signs

five large extraordinary

using both rural and urban materials such as straw, sticks, poles,

drums, and aluminium, duco paint,

steel

and manufactured

bits,

decorated with bright colours and geometric elements reflecting the
influence of African design.

Political issues

were

at the forefront

of his mind; the conflicts within

the society; the varying beliefs and attitudes

which he describes

as

"schizophrenic": the search for a way. a sign along the road. His

work
his

reveals a continuing attempt to balance and

mesh

the chaos of

environment, the contrasting materials reflecting tensions

society but suggesting the possibility of

harmony and

in

strength in

combination.

In 1981

where

his return to Zimbabwe. Jack exhibited at Gallery Delta
mixed media objects caused a sensation. Employing a

on

his

myriad of materials and music, he created

lively,

composite creatures

of modern African/technological descent. Whereas

Richard Jack,
Arching, 1994,
approx.
100 X 30 X 30cm,
serpentine

elsewhere mixed media sculpture was often seen,

Zimbabwe
Jt^''

in

Europe and

at thai

time

in

known phenomenon. Jack's work was
have a telling influence on local artists who until then had been
trapped in the mindset of stone sculpture. The result was the
it

was

a

little

development of controversial, and

media sculpture

in

still

often disparaged,

to

mixed

Zinibabv\e.

Looking back. Jack

says:

"Formal training might have made it easier hut I have experimented
and found my own way. An artist is expressing the environment, the
lime and the society he lives in. I like the mixture of media, then you
are not controlled by your medium. You can put anything together

my work has no consistent
don 't want to be categorised or restricted. If I get trapped
doing one type I break away and start something new"

Arl

is

style.

a continually changing thing so

in

I

artist in Zimbabwe as isolated, "working on his own
What happens in Europe has little influence here, which

Jack sees the
intuition.

not a bad thing. You don

and work." But on

't

get confused by other people

the other hand, "outside influence

good. Shona sculpture did at least establish

country with an interest

new

ideas.

Tapfuma

's

is

can be

out bring back

He 's so

good.

is

theories

Zimbabwe as a

who go

Artists

in art.

influence

's

outspoken,

working with people. Some of the younger sculptors are now

away from

breaking

Dominic Benhura and

the traditional.

Garrison are doing interesting

Nicholas

stuff.

does some really good work. But there

is

a

lot

Mukomberanwa
of repetition.

I

miss John Takawira. His work was so powerful, he was such

an individual. The problem is the education here. There is
no self-e.xamination. no in-depth study of art. how and why
works have been created. Young

artists here

have

to

be taught

to think for themselves."

Having come

to the conclusion that "politics is corrupt

now

everywhere" Jack
,

takes a humanitarian stance

— "other

elements of life become more important" His recent works,
encompassing sculpture and print media, deal with elemental
.

forms. Detail

is

reduced

to a

minimum. His major concern

the figure, capturing in simple strong

rendering of the

human

"The human fonn

is

is

masses a physical

essence,

endlessly fascinating. There

is

no perfect

form."
Jack creates areas of subtle modulation, using indications of

bone and

flesh, introducing the play

smooth echo

surfaces. Contrasts of rough and
the forms,
is

working

movement

the

a lapse into whimsical stylisation of the

—

of

At times there

to reveal the artist's intentions.

introducing a certain coyness

./ifC'~

of light over shapes and

human form

the desire for

harmony

subverting the balance.

Meditative and
artist in

Jack survives and makes his living as an
Zimbabwe, looking beyond the chaotic
the deeper levels of human existence. His work

resilient.

the context of

surface to

covers a wide range of subjects and

is in

many

respects

autobiographical. For example. Listening to the

Consolation relate

to his

Wind and

mother's old age and recent death.

Between Two Halves concerns male domination, the sharing
of food, Adam and Eve, and "what happens round a table".
Other works, such as Back
response to Mangope's

to

futile

Back which was made
attempted coup

in

in

South

Africa, speak to the political environment. Isolation,

displacement and homelessness are recurring themes, seen

in

works such as Alone. Alexandria and Florence have a sense of
archaeological history, the vase and female form reflecting classical,
sensuous

line,

fragments of the past. Table and

Still

recurring motif centred on his statement that "fruit

people and conversations,

life is

Life

is

another

and objects,

changed and revolves around these

"contemporary cries of primitive
concern for the human being caught up

(left)

things." Jack has spoken of the
.spirits"

— always

there

is

(above) Richard Jack,
Florence, 1992,
approx. 60 X 20 X
20cm, serpentine

the vicissitudes of life yet the

works convey

in

and

a sense of

Richard

Jacl<,

Man and Woman
left

(right

views), 1996,

56 X 34 X 19cm,
serpentine and wood

timelessness and inner stillness.

Constantly juxtaposing disparate elements, materials,
styles. Jack's

The

work

reflects the experience he lives.

qualities of different materials,

simplified to combinations of stone,

now largely
wood and metal,

are effectively used to underline his concepts.

warmth of wood may be contrasted with

The

soft

the hard

coldness of stone, and their organic natures juxtaposed

15

with the

stiff

formaHty of

steel.

His long experience with the

The need

to

"/

reaction.

have his work shown elsewhere

is

strong:

materials results in a craftsman's approach, iinderstanding ;md

employing the

specificities of each.

want a

I'm trying to create a feeling,

to get

through

to

people everywhere."

Among

work

Jack's recent

statement.

Two

reveal the grain, their

They form

a

human

ilw

Eye of the

smooth surface polished

an anti-nuclear

to a

warm

grey serpentine and attached with

steel.

The

is

resultant sculpture has a

presence. Jack employs the opposed techniques of

simple but imposing forms of In the Eye of the Atoll are
interpreted in a print

.serve to

sculpture.
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—

a

mass of sculpture becomes a

adding an echo. This reduction

of line

Part of Jack's frustration

exhibitions of

is

Zimbabwean

his exclusion

from foreign mounted

or African art because he

is

white:

enhance the

solidity

"People think that 'African' work must be from blacks."

hacked from rough

sculpture and print to offer disparate views of his subject.

lines,

to

glow.

dominant central element, forming spine and

head but also representing the nuclear cloud,

commanding

Atoll,

mopane wood have been carved

chest split apart by the rising force from the

In contrast the

atoll.

is //;

pieces of red

to flat surface

The

re-

series of

and scratchiness

and anthropomorphism of the

He

is

an African and his work inevitably reflects African

he thinks of his

art as

people and society"

being international

— "my work

is

reality but

about

— humanity regardless of country or

Richard Jack's approach
belief in the potential for

is

race.

an optimistic one, based on a deeply held

good

in the

human

spirit, in the possibility

of bringing together different philosophies, customs, attitudes, in

meshing and balancing seemingly chaotic elements

to create

harmonious combinations.

Richard Jack, In the Eye of the
1996, 82 X 55 X 23cm, steel,
serpentine and wood

Atoll,

One

of art's functions is to

blow open windows

in

the mind. Margaret

Garlake sends news of the continuing discovery of new possibilities.

from London

Letter

,-?^

i
Anya

Gallaccio,

Preserve Red Beauty', 1996.
(Photo courtesy the artist

& The Henry Moore

A few days

ago

received an envelope

I

postmarked Las Vegas, a
no-one.

It

city wliere

contained a balloon, bearing the

words "If I fish a fish / You cook
fish

is

it?"

albeit a

to

Icnow

I

I

it

/ Whose

(as well as a statement

of anxiety about gender relations).

A

compensation for mailing-list junk

is

some

rather nice Meissen porcelain, plus

furniture, paintings (often dubious)

may have had

acquisition

that

happens, like a balloon.

deaths, so the

that in

London people receive a

great deal of information about exhibitions,

most of which

it

art flourishes in

indeed,

in

is

impossible to

many

visit,

is

not so

much

at all.

a place of

commercial opportunity and open doors
(though

it

may

boundaries and a constant reinvestigation of
art"s roles

and

possibilities.

creativity

may

not take place in the city

it

may simply

act

on the

this
at

Veit

Gomer

curators. Penelope Curtis and

it.

a

inserted contemporary

In almost every case, the pieces

other

museums. The building

is

a 17th

century French chateau built in the 1870s in
northern England to house the private
collection of John and Josephine

Bowes.

Between 1861 and 1875 they bought over
15.000 items which range from a crust of
bread said to date from the Paris

Commune

own

might

stimulate with specific locations in the vast

not unusual.

It is,

however, extremely rare

such acutely intelligent imagination and
insight.

and floor of a rococco room,

in a late

ironic,

to the

on the existing collection.

Damien

sheep should nudge up

It's fairly

Hirst's pickled

to a

two-headed

calf;

in situations

which they had not envisaged,
their

to

convey

makers' devising.

An

organisation called Space Explorations

took a different approach, on a smaller scale.

when they organised an exhibition in a
London tower block awaiting demolition.

both should occupy a room

Derelict factories, warehouses and office

blocks are regularly snapped up for short-

sheep has not been

much

discussed as

representative of the late Victorian rural

economy. Upstairs,

in

inter alia a sedan chair
1

the artists agreed to

to local industries; this particular

less so that

French

this,

interior, the pieces

as commentaries, poignant, witty or

devoted

Because of

messages not of

called English Clergy-

Gothic

cast in

to find curatorial authority exercised with

allow their works to be sited

worked

own

locations with strong, existing identities are

blobs of gold-painted plaster dotted around

wax models

its

bronze.

expanse of the Bowes. From the random

predictable that

not like

with Josephine's

Exhibitions which are interventions into

were

selected extremely carefully from existing

always sensitive issues of curatorial licence
is

filled

works by

group of disparate British and German

that they

to

during the course of the exhibition; in a

paint roller and tray, faced by

two

Into

posed

autonomy. The Bowes

to prevalent but

it

melt) arranged brilliant red flowers, to decay

mediocre paintings. Gavin Turk placed a

the walls

city.

spectacularly installed a ton of ice in a

disused pumping station and waited for

space entirely

The Bowes Museum, at Barnard's Castle in
far-away Co. Durham was the setting for an
imaginative show which foregrounded the
artistic

was an

so

worked best were the
most discreet. Pressed between two sheets
of glass forming a false interior window.
Anya Gallaccio (she who a few months ago
often, the pieces that

discrimination.

little

and

a desire

remains largely a

work, for the interactions

locus for invention, the redrawing of

all:

do with

uncertain taste and a singular lack of

artists.

be that as well) as a wider

And

As

while

other centres and.

places which are not centres

'London', then,

're-

writing' the 'text' of the collection.

aristocratic family

monument

time-capsule, a
is

John and Josephine, responsible for

frenetic

to the collections since their

Museum

of the curators, contemporary versions of

and

grown exceedingly rich on coal, while she
was a French actress. Relatively little has
been added

point

to

member of an

illegitimate

occasionally something serendipitous

The

The Bowes'

entire 'period' rooms.

for social legitimation, since he

take this to be an art-work,

modest one

Institute)

a

room containing

and some indelicate

8th century paintings,

were

Catherine Yass" back-lit colour photographs

term use by

artists as

an alternative to scarce

and inaccessible commercial gallery spaces.
'High-Rise" used six floors and the basement

of a block next to the

one

artist to

directive,

new

British Library:

a floor, working to a clear

each one to produce one piece

I

/

The

intimately linked to the space.

roof,

with spectactular views of the leafy,

rainwashed

city

and Library, held a

of

line

logstacks and a tape of bird calls, wonder-

windswept

fully appropriate to its

One

situation.

down, the stripped-out interior
space of the concrete skeleton was closed
floor

off

by a transparent yellow screen which
transformed

And

with minimal means.

utterly,

it

so on. This was another kind of

which

curatorial intelligence at work,

punchy, impermanent pieces which

elicited

will survive only in a

London
though

show

is

top-heavy with galleries but,

it is still

in,

it

Selling

is

make

to

magazines

art

space to

difficult to find a

even harder

is

pages of the
review.

photographic record.

into the

it

form of a

in the

another matter and no

easier, but not invariably related to reviews.

As John and Josephine demonstrated, items
may be good commercial

of uncertain taste

propositions. Very few of the thousands

who

some manner every year

exhibit in

earn their livings froin

number

become household names,

will

Many

Hirst.

artists

will

only a miniscule

art;

like

and galleries are well-

respected in the trade but remain totally

unknown

to a

wider public.

compel

In an effort to

attention, private-view

cards are reaching heights of invention not

new

seen since the 1960s and emerging as a
(multiple) art-form.

One

colleges has printed

its

invitations

comer
Carl Andre, S/x /Wefa/

aluminium,

steel,

Fugue

(for

copper, zinc,

Mendeleev), 1995,

tin,

lead

1

x

1080 x 1080cm,

London
degree show
of the

art

on cotton handkerchiefs, with one

tied, naturally, into a large knot.

"Admission by

luiJidkeivhief."

A

bookshop-

gallery called workfortheeyetodo, in
Spitalfields, an area best

known

for Indian

restaurants, has sent out postcards bearing

"No

the text

free reading"

and captioned "A

sign in the newsagent at Dul>li)i Bus Station,

1996". This

is

known

appeal to curiosity

is

as a 'teaser': the

too strong to be

resisted.

A young artist called Darren
recent
string

show
/

the

7, as

title

'How

Lago gave

long

is

his

of

a piece

long as the Parthenon'. The

invitation carried a plan of the Parthenon
and a poem by Belloc: "Henry King /(who

chewed
in

bits

of String / and was cut off early

Dreadful Agonies)"

in a

.

The show

itself,

held

former factory/workshop, consisted of a

piece of string which stretched the length of

(We can

an otherwise empty space.

on

faith that

it

was

half as long etc

lake

...

)

it

It

takes a certain chut/pah to do this; unlike the
Wretched Child of Belloc's poem, Lago may
well survive
artisticall\ spcakmg.

—

Much
a

less witty was a bizarre lilllc c\cin in
gloomy basement gallery where the rotting

left-overs of a dinner served to a clutch of
artists, dealers,

editors and so on, remained

as the focus of an 'exhibition'. (Given the

18

near-arctic state of the eariy

summer,

was no hygiene problem.

urulcr>.l,iiul thai

I

I

there

menu involved pigeon and

the

and

that conversation

was

rose petals

The

sticky.

card,

headed "Dinner", showed the seating plan,
and the point of the event seems

have

to

been a somewhat distasteful reassertion of
the authority of the art

On

—

world institutions

magazines and personalities.

galleries,

the other hand, artists are wonderfully

inventive in circumventing institutional

systems and the barriers raised by too

money and too much
who work with text

— and few

the Internet

Ellenby,

visual

have a firmer historical pedigree

traditions

—

little

competition. For those

who

an open door Maggie

is

has hitherto displayed

related aphorisms in a rented

art-

window

in

Rosebery Avenue, near Sadler's Wells

new web

Theatre, has taken possession of a
site at

http://www.hyena.co.uk/windows93-

95.

takes a lot of persistence, ingenuity

It

and patience,
in

let

show

alone talent, to get a

'London"; serious young

artists write,

teach, organise exhibitions for other people,

making

as activities interchangeable with
art.

However, there remain

'great names'.

Cezanne,

in

gone:

alas, is

much reduced

Germany. Unfortunately

retrospective from
his

Oxford we had a

version of Carl Andre's recent

work, which

destined,

is

for a white cube,

anything

if

and a very large one

Museum

sat uneasily in the

is.

at that,

Modem Art,

of

which has rough walls, a highly grained

some very low
much

parquet floor and

ceilings.

Nothing, though, could do

Fugue

(for

to

diminish

huge floor piece. 5a Mela!

the impact of the

Mendeleev) 1995. Grounded

the Periodic Table,

consists of

it

squares of copper, steel,

and lead, arranged

in

tin.

in

30cm

aluminium, zinc

a chequer pattern to

display every possible combination of the
metals. Rigorously formulated, conceptually

elegant and
beguiling.

journey,

—

Si.x

let

as a by-product

Metal Fugue

is

—

visually

worth a long

alone a detour.

There can be no doubt

that,

however

served by the fabric of Oxford's

Andre belongs

ill-

MoMA.

to the centre: to see only a

work is to realise that he has
been of immense importance during the last
20 years in extending notions both of the
fraction of his

physical nature of sculpture and
tual affinities.

commercial

its

intellec-

MoMA is not, of course, a

gallery: a handful of these in

London's West End (Anthony d'Offay.
(top)

Reno

Patarica, Vasen, 1994 (Photo courtesy the artist)

(above) Daphne Wright, Still Life
(Photo courtesy the artist)

-

The Greenhouse, 1995

Waddington's. Annely Juda) share

its

For

international stature

and

most of the

a matter of stretching

rest, it's

the string as far as
realistic

we may

—

star artists.

will reach

about the fact that

mouth process
than

it

its

rather

and being

art's a

more

hand-to-

literally

so

previously have supposed.
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Reviews

Tomy Ndebele, Mqamulazwe Design

Isu Lobuciko and Botswana
Thoughts, National Gallery in
Bulawayo, May/June 1996
Point of intersection: Veryan

bom

in

Edwards was

Hong Kong. Tomy Ndebele

Tsholotsho and Voti Thebe

in

in

Bulawayo.

Veryan Edwards, Ochre Medley

formats.

The

exhibition,

gallery glows with her current

washes and

stains in vibrant

yellows, reds and blues creating an

environment, an aura

all

of

its

Edwards' paintings are generous
dimensions, colour and

their

viewer

own. The big

an

is left

who

artist

terms of

The

with the impression that
is

who has also discovered
medium and technique with

unique vision but

imagery and

the appropriate

Botswana panorama as well as seeking
meaning beyond the confines of the physical
and visible. She notes in her artist's

cohesive body of work which

statement

philosophical and formal issues which

Bulawayo.

"Concerns

they find themselves exhibiting

concurrently

at the

National Gallery in

Bulawayo. Thebe and Ndebele are showing
jointly in the upstairs Marshall

Baron

Gallery and Edwards downstairs in the

Anglo-American
first

Gallery. This

is

not the

occasion that the three have met.

Edwards

is

the founding chairperson of

that:

It is

through the workshop network

many artists in the region have got to
know each other and have formed important
that

mood that

Veryan Edwards
figuratively

is

a colourisl,

works non-

and has a preference for large

Vista are

textured Experience

gems.

This creates a

The

relates in part to the original

talking point of the Voti

source-experience on which the paintings

Ndebele show

and to my state of mind/being
during the process of painting. The process

piece

of painting takes over from the original

refiects

impetus, with the formal concerns

and inescapable

are based

the

all

a

energy on the

Namib

and form
we try to bridge the gap between
visible and the invisible
We live a

...

artists

...

amongst
mysteries we struggle to comprehend: we
become. Stand aside and let the paint
speak: marry inlcllcci and intuition."
brief candlelight existence

installation
is

is

Thebe/Tomy

undoubtedly Thebe's

Death

is Life,

Life is Death.

situated in an enclosed space.

upon the

fact that

death

is

act of life itself.

The

It

the final

Mankind's

vanity and the class differences which Imger

even as

we

troop off to meet our maker are

symbolised by three small coffins

in the

form of a Mercedes Benz, a Volkswagen and
cardboard box. The coffins are
accompanied by an arrangement of bones
a plain

placed next to a scribbled

poem by

Qaphelisasa Nhlanzi ("What are bones for?

The importance of such

links.

The

artist.

its

is

relationship of person to world, person to

person, the nature of person.

necessitating relations of colour

on one.

Botswana Thoughts

metaphysical: the nature of reality, the

As

Edwards was at
Zimbabwe's Pachipamwe Workshop at
Gyrene in I9H9, while Thebe has been to
Pachipamwe on four occasions and Ndebele

it.

uncompromisingly focuses
motivate the

ahslraction tend to be

Tomy Ndebele

1994.

to express

ofOz. the subtle Ochre Medley, the bold AMaze and the innovative World View and

in

Botswana's Thapong Workshop, attended by
in

which

this is

not only in possession of a

canvases permit Edwards to assimilate the
sensibilities of the vast

in

feel.

The three work within the visual arts as
workshop facilitator, teacher and
administrator respectively. They are all
practising "mid-career" artists, Edwards
based in Gaberone, Thebe and Ndebele in

By chance,
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work

of recent

articulations within

To keep your flesh erect, otherwise you

'II

be

the catalogue notes cannot be understated as

a lump"), a blanket, a double wooden bowl

they help us to read the work and to gain

containing macimhi and mai/e meal, drums,

insights as to the artist's inlcniion.

broken pots, murals and more poems by

A not-to-be-missed

retrospective exhibition

of work by llo the Pirate (Battigelli).
master of black and white, photographer
extraordinary, opens at Gallery Delta in July

encompassing photographs from 60 years

n d

living and working in Europe, Saudi Arabia,
America and Africa.

forthcoming
events and
exhibitions
In

August Gallery Delta

will feature

by Zimbabwe's prominent

artists

works

including

Jogee, Lieros, Back, Meque, Bickle,
Dixon and others.

Installation is the
in

main feature of exhibitions

July at the National Gallery in Bulawayo.

They

show

will

three installations, one each

by Gail Strever-Morkel from South
Africa,

Voti

Thebe, Death

Thebe himself. The

is Life, Life is

floor

covered

is

Death

in plain

extent that

common

canvas.

The enclosed space

is

provocative and

aesthetically bold, but the viewers are left to

make up

their

purpose. This

observers

own minds
is fair

felt that

germ of an

as to the intent

and

enough, but some

the piece presented the

installation,

however,

serves to reveal shortcomings in the rest of

Lobuciko exhibition. Whereas the
is

adventurous and challenging,

25 X 40

cm

often difficult to discern a

A one-person show by painter IVIishek
Gudo and the Longmans' Women

detectable (varying from the Mzilikazi

Visual Artists' Exhibition open towards

school style to pointillism and non-

the

work. Within the 57

figuration), diluting focus

and giving the

framed paintings arranged

in

monotonously neat rows. Where the
installation alludes to art as

process, the rest of the

show

is let

the

as well as paintings and graphics

Yugoslav

work {Amazolo Ezolo. The Bird and The

Flying Ants) and Ndebele's ability as a

draughtsman asserts

You Are All

itself in

artist,

and Fani Kofi,
Bulawayo Furniture and
Furnishings Exhibition.

the

most

potential, however,

is

his oil

on

Mqamulazwe

Design, Togetherness and Images of Life and

for

(that theme
more space.

again!), but all

A

will

Sandro's

open

new

in

formal terms.

It is

puzzling

have chosen to scale down so

much when both have worked much

larger

The convergence of

vision and technique, Isu

coherence

unified in

Lobuciko lacks

in that the styles

switch, change and

is

of each

jump around

the

artists

Gallery in
is

to

be the

work

exhibitions from outside our borders in order

he deserves.

our

own

strengths and

to occasionally

from our complacent

plinths.

at

to or living in Britain,

knock us

Stephen

will

be

one-man show at the Victoria
Bath opening on 28 September.

The contrasts are stimulating
and clarifying. Above all, they point to the
fact that we need to see more good

weaknesses and

Where Botswana Thoughts

September

75 paintings by Robert Paul

to pinpoint

in the past.

in late

gallery in Belgravia.

For those travelling

This

that the artists

as well

scream out

side-by-side.

themselves

one-

one-person show of recent work by Paul

Wade

allow the materials being used to assert

potential to

Two

September.

Kaufman Ndlovu

of three established southern African

its

in

as the

explore the concepts being expressed or to

of the work mitigates against

size

by

Miljus.

Welcome and Qaphela. Ndebele's work with

down by

The small

Branko

person shows will open

exhibited in a

staid.

in

work by students from
Harare Polytechnic will be exhibited

two exhibitions
gives the opportunity to compare the work

being predictable and

National Gallery

at the

a two-person exhibition.

Death

an intellectual

end of July

Harare. In August,

impression of a large group show rather than

canvas series comprising

the opposite applies to the legion of

Britain and

paintings on view up to ten distinct styles are

best

installation

is

Thebe's new series of white paintings are his

The promise of the
the Isu

it

drift in the

idea without being sufficiently

developed.

Mark l-laddon from

Nikunja from Switzeriand. In August,
Bulawayo will host Furniture and
Furnishings featuring one-off art items, as
well as a show of German graphics and
paintings. September sees an Art and
Craft Fair, work by George Nene and the
travelling Annual Schools' Exhibition.

in the

exhibition of Paul's

first

country of his birth and

hopefully, within the declared post-colonial

parameters, he will receive the recognition

A book on Robert Paul's life
and work, including approximately 24 full
colour reproductions, will be published to
accompany

the exhibition.

Williams

Commonwealth

artist

Closing date

to the

Art and Craft Awards
September 1996
I

Contact the Editor, Gallery, for
bardwell printers

details.
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